CUSTOM SEAT PROGRAM
Go beyond the ordinary and create a one-of-a-kind seat that lets your bike’s personality shine
through. Select from over 1,300 possible combinations of custom designs, leather inlays and
stitching colors, and have your artistic masterpiece back in your hands in just a few weeks.
To design it yourself, visit www.harley-davidson.eu/mydreamharley
and select custom seat programme.
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CUSTOM SEAT OPTIONS & ORDERING

DESIGN IT YOURSELF
We make it simple. Log on to design your seat and watch it come to life. Select the pattern, the inlay and
the color, then bring the specs to your dealer and have your seat in hand in just three weeks. Your dealer
has a useful swatch book of all inlay materials and stitching options to help you make your choices.

To get started, visit www.harley-davidson.eu/mydreamharley
and select custom seat programme.

STEP 1: SELECT A SEAT

Choose from the Brawler ® solo or the
Sidekick® two-up seat.
STEP 2: SELECT A STITCH
PATTERN & COLOR

Choose from eight different flame, skull,
or tribal designs, stitched in your choice
of ten different colors that complement
your bike’s paint and pinstripes.
STEP 3: SELECT AN INLAY
MATERIAL & COLOR

Embossed leather inlays are available
in ten colors and styles to match your
bike’s personality.
STEP 4: PRINT IT OUT

Print out your design, take it to your
Harley ® dealership, and you’ll have your
seat in just three weeks.
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SELECT A SEAT
CUSTOM SEAT PROGRAM –
PATTERNS AND INLAYS
Think of this seat as a blank canvas, a surface ready to express
your personality with design, color and texture. The Custom
seat program allows you to select from 13 different stitching
patterns, 14 simulated exotic leather inlays, and 10 different
thread colors to complement your factory or custom paint.
Altogether this gives you over 1,300 possible combinations,
so turn your imagination loose and design a custom seat by
logging on to www.harley-davidson.com/mydreamharley and
clicking on the Custom Seat banner on the homepage. Once
you design your seat, print it out, take it to your dealer and
within three weeks you will receive your custom creation.
Available in Brawler® solo and Sidekick® two-up designs, these
custom saddles are styled to accent the lines of many Dyna®,
Softail® and Touring models. Shaped from premium opencell polyurethane foam, these seats provide maximum rider
support, without being “too hard.” The fiberglass seat pan adds
strength and flexibility, and the felt-covered underside protects
the paint and bodywork. The high-quality fine-grained leather
seating surfaces provide ultimate comfort, and the vinyl side
panels add flexibility and durability for the long haul.

CUSTOM SIDEKICK TWO-UP SEAT
This premium cowhide leather seat hugs the frame for a low-slung look but adds
back support for the rider and extra padding for the passenger.

CUSTOM BRAWLER SOLO SEAT
When it’s time to go it alone, go solo in style. This premium quality cowhide leather
saddle is designed to create a low and lean look.

51626-09
Fits ’06-later Dyna® models. FXD and FXDB models require separate purchase of
Passenger Footpegs and Passenger Footpeg Mounting Kit P/N 50210-06. Seat
width 12.5": passenger pillion width 6.0".
52193-08
Fits ’07-later FLSTF, FLSTSB and ’06-later FXST, FXSTB, FXSTC and FXSTS
models (except FXSTSSE/3). Seat width 12.5"; passenger pillion width 6.5".
51620-09A
Fits ’08-later Touring models. Does not fit models equipped with Passenger Grab
Rails. Does not accept Rider Backrest. Seat width 13.5"; passenger pillion width 6.5".
51745-09
Fits ’97-’07 Road King® and FLHX models. Does not accept Rider Backrest. Seat
width 13.5"; passenger pillion width 6.5".

51621-09
Fits ’06-later Dyna® models. Seat width 12.5".
52246-08
Fits ’07-later FLSTF, FLSTSB and ’06-later FXST, FXSTB, FXSTC and FXSTS
models (except FXSTSSE/2/3). Seat width 13.0".
51619-09A
Fits ’08-later Touring models. Does not fit models equipped with Passenger Grab
Rails. Does not accept Rider Backrest. Seat width 13.0".
51800-09
Fits ’97-’07 Road King® and FLHX models. Does not accept Rider Backrest. Seat
width 13.0".

SELECT A STITCH PATTERN & COLOR

ACCENDO

TORRENS

Saddle | Yellow | Orange | Red | Black Cherry | Blue | Green | Grey | Titanium | Black

CREAMATOR

REQUIEM

SOLUS

DEVIL TAIL

TERREO

WILLIE G. SKULL

SWEPT

DARK ANGEL

TORN

NUMBER ONE

SPADE

SELECT AN INLAY MATERIAL & COLOR

GREY
BLACK
SNAKESKIN ALLIGATOR

CHARCOAL
ALLIGATOR

BURGUNDY
OSTRICH

BLUE
ALLIGATOR

GREEN
COWHIDE

RED
OSTRICH

RED
ALLIGATOR

ORANGE
ALLIGATOR

YELLOW
ALLIGATOR

PINK
ALLIGATOR

TAN
ALLIGATOR

BROWN
COWHIDE

COLOR SHOP

AVAILABLE THREAD COLORS

PURPLE
ALLIGATOR

The realistic Alligator, Ostrich and Snakeskin textures are embossed in natural cowhide leather.

NOTE: Harley-Davidson® custom seats feature color-matched stitching and/or stylized surfaces for maximum customization. As with all genuine cowhide leather, these surfaces are
not designed for long-term exposure to inclement weather and should be protected with a Harley-Davidson Seat Rain Cover or Motorcycle Storage Cover (sold separately).
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